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Abstract 

 
Single Lane Bridge Passing is a difficult task that require to determine the intention of the other 

side driver. With the help of the Deep Reinforcement Learning the system make a decision to which 

vehicle cross the single line bridge to minimize the traffic jam, and reduce the accidental crisis. 

 

Combining several recent advances in deep reinforcement learning, this research is able to make 

the vehicle such compatible to take the decision on the basis of the environmental situation. Analysis 

and solution are learned by the network point and several decision making premises to make a better 

approach to cross the single lane bridge. 
 
Keywords: - Artificial Intelligence, Machine Learning, Deep Reinforcement Learning, Autonomous 

Driving, Deep Q-Learning, Actor-critic algorithm. 

 
 

1. Introduction 

 

Single Lane Bridge Passing is one of the most complex problem, to identify the intent of the other side 

driver of the lane of the bridge which is a very complex task to understand, How to interpret the 

decision making of the driving agent in the autonomous car, the rural area is one of the most 

challenging task to make a successfully Decision it is very essential to make the agent more and more 

experienced to take the better actions. Deep Neural Networks are capable of making the significant 

impact over the understanding the behaviors’ of model, some complexity on the decision making 

makes the biggest issue like convolutional neural network are likely the most critical profound 

learning model and it is fit for having the enormous effect on the operator learning and the forecast 

rate which assumes a key part in working model. 

 

2. Literature Survey 

 
A robot auto that drives self-rulingly is a long-standing objective of Artificial Intelligence. 

Driving a vehicle is an errand that requires abnormal state of aptitude, consideration and 

experience from a human driver. In spite of the fact that PCs are more equipped for supported 

consideration and center than people, completely self -governing driving requires a level of 

insight that outperforms that accomplished so far by AI operators. 

 
The undertakings engaged with making a self-ruling driving operator can be partitioned into 3 

classes. 

 

1) Recognition: Identifying parts of the encompassing condition. Cases of this are walker 

discovery, activity sign acknowledgment, and so forth. Albeit a long way from inconsequential, 

acknowledgment is a moderately simple assignment these days on account of advances in Deep 

Learning (DL) calculations, which have achieved human level acknowledgment or above at a 

few protest recognition and order issues . Profound learning models can take in complex 

element portrayals from crude info 
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information, precluding the requirement for handmade highlights. In such manner, 

Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) are likely the best profound get the hang of ing model, 

and have framed the premise of each triumphant section on the ImageNet challenge since 

AlexNet. This accomplishment has been imitated in way and vehicle revelation for independent 

driving. 

 

2) Prediction: It isn't sufficient for a self-ruling driving specialist to perceive its condition; it 

should likewise have the capacity to manufacture interior models that anticipate the future 

conditions of nature. Cases of this class of issue incorporate building a guide of the earth or 

following a protest. To have the capacity to anticipate the future, it is essential to incorporate 

past data. In that capacity, Recur-lease Neural Networks (RNNs) are basic to this class of prob-

lem. Long-Short Term Memory (LSTM) systems are one such class of RNN that have been 

utilized as a part of end-to-end scene labeling frameworks. All the more as of late, RNNs have 

likewise been utilized to enhance question following execution in the Deep -Tracking model. 

 
3) Planning: The age of a proficient model that incorporates acknowledgment and expectation 

to design the future arrangement of driving activities that will empower the vehicle to explore 

achievement completely. Arranging is the hardest undertaking of the three. The trouble lies in 

coordinating the capacity of the model to comprehend the environment (acknowledgment) and 

its progression (forecast) in a way that empowers it to design the future activities with the end 

goal that it stays away from undesirable circumstances (punishments) and drives securely to its 

goal (rewards). 

 
The Reinforcement Learning (RL) structure has been utilized for quite a while in control 

assignments. The blend of RL with DL was indicated out be a standout amongst the most 

encouraging ways to deal with accomplish human-level control in. In and this human-level 

control was shown on Atari amusements utilizing the Deep Q Networks (DQN) illustrate, in 

which RL is accountable for the game plan ning part while DL is responsible for the depiction 

adjusting part. A while later, RNNs were consolidated in the mix to speak to partial perceivable 

circumstances. 

 

Self-governing driving requires the incorporation of data from various sensors. Some of them 

are low dimensional, similar to LIDAR, while others are high dimensional, s imilar to cameras. 

It is critical in this specific case, in any case, that albeit crude camera pictures are high 

dimensional, the helpful data expected to accomplish the independent driving undertaking is of 

much lower measurement. 

 

For instance, the imperative parts of the scene that influence driving choices are restricted to 

the moving vehicle, free space out and about ahead, the situation of kerbs, and so forth. Indeed, 

even the fine points of interest of vehicles are not essential, as just their spatia l area is really 

important for the issue. Subsequently the memory transfer speed for relevant data is much 

lower. On the off chance that this significant data can be separated, while the other non -

pertinent parts are sifted through, it would enhance both the precision and proficiency of self-

sufficient driving frameworks. Additionally, this would lessen the calculation and memory 

necessities of the framework, which are basic constraints on implanted frameworks that will 

contain the self-ruling driving control unit. 

 

Consideration models are a characteristic fit for such a data sifting process. As of late, these 

models were effectively deployed for picture acknowledgment in and,wherein RL was blended 

with RNNs to get the parts of the picture to take care of. Such models are effortlessly stretched 

out and incorporated to the DQN and Deep Recurrent Q Networks (DRQN) models. This 
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integration was performed in. The accomplishment of consideration models drives us to 

propose them for the extraction of low level information from the crude tangible data to 

perform independent driving. 

 

In this paper, we propose a structure for an end-end self-ruling driving model that takes in 

rough sensor sources of info and yields driving exercises. The model can deal with 

incompletely observable situations. In addition, we propose to incorporate the current advances 

in consideration models keeping in mind the end goal to separate just pertinent in -development 

from the got sensors information, along these lines influencing it to suit capable for continuous 

implanted frameworks. The fundamental commitments of this paper: 1) displaying a study of 

the current advances of profound support learning and 2) presenting a system for end -end self-

sufficient driving utilizing profound fortification figuring out how to the car group. Whatever 

remains of the paper is partitioned into two sections. The initial segment gives a study of 

profound support get the hang of ing calculations, beginning with the customary MDP system 

and Q-learning, trailed by the DQN, DRQN and Deep Attention Recurrent Q Networks 

(DARQN). The second piece of the paper depicts the proposed system that incorporates the 

current advertisement vances in profound fortification learning. At last, we finish up and 

propose bearings for future work. 
 
Using Deep Reinforcement Learning (DRL) can be a promising approach to handle tasks in the 

field of (simulated) autonomous driving, whereby recent publications only consider learning in 

unusual driving environments. This paper outlines a developed software, which instead can be 

used for evaluating DRL algorithms based on realistic road networks and therefore in more 

usual driving environments. Furthermore, we identify difficulties when DRL algorithms are 

applied to tasks, in which it is not only important to reach a goal, but also how this goal is 

reached.  
In the course of using DRL in the context of (simulated) autonomous driving, we started by 

using DSA2 together with the DDPG algorithm to solve the task of smoothly driving a vehicle 

along its path. Beside the fact that this algorithm exhibits a fair stability and was already 

successfully applied to real world tasks. 

 
Bolster learning is believed to be a strong AI perspective which can be used to indicate 

machines through association with nature and picking up from their mistakes, notwithstanding 

it has not yet been adequately used for auto applications. There has starting late been a 

reclamation of eagerness for the point, in any case, dictated by the limit of significant learning 

counts to learn awesome depictions of the earth. Prodded by Google DeepMind's productive 

shows of taking in for diversions from Breakout to Go, we will propose particular methods for 

self-decision driving using significant stronghold learning. This is particularly essential as it is 

difficult to act free driving like a controlled learning issue as it has a strong association with the 

earth including distinctive vehicles, walkers and roadworks. As this is a for the most part new 

zone of research for independent driving, we will design two principal arrangements of counts: 

1) Discrete exercises grouping, and 2) Continuous exercises class. For the discrete exercises 

grouping, we will oversee Deep Q-Network Algorithm (DQN) while for the incessant exercises 

arrangement, we will oversee Deep Deterministic Actor Critic Algorithm (DDAC). 

 

3. Data Flow Diagram 

 

Model uses three different parameters for making the better functionality, It interacts using 

three different scenario where first thing is to sense the environmental da ta, and after 
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understand the sensing data it is used as the training of the model which provide the big 

significance over to taking the prediction to make a great sense  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Data-flow 

 

 

If it takes any kind of issue arises during the prediction it automatically comparing with the 

human training data. It uses a reward system to make model intelligent, If in near future if 

anything happens wrong it learns from its mistake and make it better for the next time.  
 
 

 

4. Data set Description 

 

Dataset Provides different parameters to make it feasible for the automation of the car, 

Parameters which is used are here is the collection of the different frames in the form of regular 

picture and the remaining data is basically used for the making the different numerical values 

which provides the idea of a movement of an car. Car model uses the training as well as the 

trained model which provide the significant role in the Decision making of the car  
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Table1. Data-set 

 

5. Methodology: 

 

5.1 Deep Traffic 

 

Deep traffic is a web based simulator created by MIT self driving team. Applying the algorithm to 

the simulator which makes the big impact over the result, simulator contains the several lane and 

several cars to make the car to capable of taking actions that which car have the most intentionally 

better for the passing and which car has the chances for the crash. 

 

Car consist of every simulation behaviour to make it feasible and possible that it gonna takes a 

every feasible action towards the environment.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 2. Deep-Traffic 
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Agent is training the environment through the speed and the obstacles of the lane which provide a big 

impact over the deciding the intention of the different car, where they gonna move over the different 

lines of an road which provide the better learning for the future situation. Using Reinforcement 

learning provides the big impact over the model of the autonomous car. 

 

5.2 Algorithms  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 3. ANN-Layers 

 

Using ANN in the model which provide the neural network layer which consists of 19 input nodes, 12 

internal nodes and there is 4 output layers which provide the different result and stored the result in 

the model for the future prediction, which provide the significant impact over the prediction rate and 

give a relevant result for the decision making to move the car autonomous in the environment. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 4. Distance vs learning rate 

 

Which provide the learning rate over the distance of the road which makes a significant result for the 

prediction. 

 

6. Conclusion 

 

Using ANN algorithm which provide the significant result of the prediction and it betterly learns the 

intention of the other driver over the road of the highly hinderance road with the car. Making a big 

impact to getting the car automation industry a big impact for the rural area in the world as well as it 

also provide the big significant in the future automation industry. 
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